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We study here the fluctuations of the order parameter in pure type-II superconductors in the vicinity
of the upper critical field Z,s, where the equilibrium value of the order parameter n(r) is described in terms
of the Abrikosov solution. Among many fluctuations we concentrate on two modes: (1) The longitudinal
mode, which couples to the density fluctuations. This mode is described by an equation of diffusion type at
all temperatures. The diffusion coefBcient is weakly temperature-dependent and given by D=gg', where go

is the coherence distance and v the Fermi velocity. (2) The transverse mode, which couples to the current
fluctuations. At high temperature (i.e., T T,o, where T,o is the critical temperature in zero field) this
mode is of diffusion type, while at low temperature, it becomes a strongly damped oscillation. We show
that the transverse modes cause an important modi6cation of the electromagnetic response of the type-II
superconductor. When the oscillating current Rows in the plane perpendicular to the static magnetic field,
the reactive part of the resulting response vanishes identically at low frequency (i.e., co & Tqo). This modilms

strongly both the surface impedance and the attenuation coefficient of a transverse ultrasonic wave in the
corresponding geometry.

I. INTRODUCTION

N a previous paper' (to which we will refer as I
.. in the following) we have studied the collective
oscillations of the order parameter in dirty type-II
superconductors. It is shown there that those collective
modes have a signi6cant contribution to the transverse
response function, giving rise to an anisotropic surface
impedance in dirty type-II superconductors in the
vicinity of the upper critical field (H P,s) .

Since the equilibrium as well as the nonequilibrium
properties of a pure type-II superconductor are quite
different from those of the dirty superconductor, it is
worthwhile to study these collective oscillations in a
pure type-II superconductor.

In the following we adopt the general formalism
developed in I, which applies as well to the present
problem.

In Sec. II, we will discuss the various collective
modes associated with the Quctuations of the order
parameter. Among many modes the following two are
most important for their physical relevance:

(I) longitudinal modes: which couple to the density
Quctuatlonsf

(2) transverse modes: which couple to the current
Auctuatlons.

The longitudinal mod. e is of diffusion type at all tem-
peratures. The diffusion coeKcient is always of order
v'/T„(v being the Fermi velocity and T,s the transi-
tion temperature in zero field). This mode is very
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similar, close to T,o, to the one discussed by Abrahams
and Tsuneto. 2 However, there is a signi6cant difference
in the fact that they study the situation of zero mag-
netic 6eld and constant order parameter, while we look
at the fluctuations of 6 in high field (Z H,s), where
the order parameter at equilibrium is given in terms
of the Abrlkosov solution 3 4

At low temperature our mode is still diGusionlike
(contrary to the one of Abrahams and. Tsuneto) be-
cause we are dealing with a gapless superconductor.

The transverse mode is, at low temperatures, a
strongly damped. oscillation, the real and. imaginary
part of its frequency are both of the order of hoo at
T=O (dos is the BCS gap at T=O in zero field). This
mode can be interpreted as a resonance in the scattering
amplitude of particle-particle (or hole-hole) pairs due
to the pair interaction. At temperatures close to T,o,

this mode becomes of diffusion type like the longi-
tudinal one. At T=O the two types of modes obey
nonanalytic dispersion relations. The contribution of
these modes to the various transport properties can
be discussed as in I. %e find that, in the present case,
similar to the case of dirty type-II superconductors,
only the electromagnetic (transverse) response couples
strongly to these modes (i.e., the transverse modes).
The transverse conductivity is strongly anisotropic,
which will be discussed in Sec. III. In particular, when
the microwave current Rows in the plane perpendicular
to the direction of the static field B, the reactive part
of the conductivity coming from ([j„,j„$) is exactly
canceled up to order (~ 6 P) and at all temperatures
by the one coming from the collective modes. This
result is strictly valid only in the low-frequency limit
(&v((T,s). Generally speaking, in type-II supercon-
ductors the conductivity has a finite reactive part

E. Abrahams and T. Tsuneto, Phys. Rev, I'$2f 416 (1966).' E. Helfand and N. R. Werthamer, Phys. Rev. Letters 13f 686
(1964); Phys. Rev. 14'If 288 (1966),' K. Matd and T. Tsusuhi, Phys. Rev. 130, A868 (1965).
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which is associated with the Meissner eRect (i.e., the
oscillating field cannot penetrate into the bulk type-II
superconductor indefinitely). The above result indi-
cates that for a pure type-II superconductor in the
vicinity of H, 2 there is no Meissner e6ect in the above
sense if the microwave current Qows perpendicularly
to the static magnetic field. A similar result has been
obtained already in I for dirty type-II superconductors
at temperatures immediately below T,o. The explicit
form of the surface impedance is given, which can be
directly measured experimentally.

II. COLLECTIVE MODES

We shall concentrate here on the discussion of
various collective modes associated with the Quctua-
tions of the order parameter in a pure type-II super-
conductor in the high-field region (i.e., H IJ,p) . Since
the general formalism we use to deal with the above
problem has already been developed in I in detail, we
shall recapitulate the results, which we need for the
following discussions.

Generally speaking, the fluctuations of the order
parameter couple closely with the other fluctuations
(e.g., density and current fluctuations). In the field
region close to H,2, these coupling terms are of the
order of

I
6 I', and we can neglect this coupling in the

study of the dispersion relation of the collective modes.
It is important to point out here that the dispersion

relation that we obtain in this approximation is strictly
valid only at H=H, 2. In fact, we can show that this
approximation is sufhcient to obtain exactly the terms
of order (I 6 Ip) in the various low-frequency (rp«T. p)
response functions. This no longer holds if we are
interested in higher-frequency phenomena (e.g., far-
infrared region, (p~T p). In that region we would need
to know the corrections of order (I 6 I') to the dis-
persion relation, which are not necessarily negligible
even when 6 is small.

This can be qualitatively understood in the following

way: In a dirty superconductor the pair-pair correla-
tions decrease exponentially with time. This loss of
correlation is isotropic in space because of the high
rate of collisions on impurities. In the pure supercon-
ductor these correlations are strongly anisotropic and
remain finite even when the time difference increases
indefinitely, if the correlation is taken in the direction
parallel to the field. ' This gives rise to nonanalytic
behaviors of some response functions similar to the
irregularity associated with the BCS state, in spite of
the fact that we are dealing with a gapless situation.
For this reason, we are not able to calculate the precise
position of the bump in the infrared absorption, al-
though we expect that it is only slightly shifted with
respect to its position at H=H, ~.

To lowest order in 5, the dispersion relation is thus
given by

d g

(2s.)' IB"—I g I (L+' K).'-}»'-=0 (1)

where
I g I

is the pair interaction and (L ]) indicates
the retarded products on the Gibbs ensemble associ-
ated with the reduced. Hamiltonian (see I). Here %t
and 0 are the pair-creation and -annihilation operators;

et(r) =ytr(r) pit(r),
q (r) =pi(r) pi(r),

where 4't(r) is the electron-Geld operator.
In the present situation, where the external field H

is directed along the s axis, the eigensolutions of Kq. (1)
are the functions

p„p~, (r) =C„p„exp(ip,s+iky) (Ilt)"

X expt' eH(x fp/2eB—)'j, —
where 11+=i(B/Bx)T/8/By 2eHxi] a—nd, C„&„, is a
normalization constant. We show in the Appendix using
a method due to Cyrot and one of use that, in terms
of these solutions, Eq. (1) reduces to

o=1-
I g I

iv(o) (3)

where

dQ 1 ip&+ipp, cos& —in 1 in lo= Igloo( ) dn —p.(,II)4 -+ z* +2 &
pp(n, fl)O -+

2 kr T 2m.T '
2 2')

p„(n, Q.) =2(p„pp*(r')3(v q+2n)p„pp(r) )

=2 dr d'r' exp iq (r—r')+2ie A(1)dl 8(v q+2n)p pp*(r)p„pp(r'), (5)(2m)'

and f(s) is the digamma function, rpD the Debye frequency, E(0) =mPp/2rr the density of states at the Fermi
surface, and v the Fermi velocity. In the above derivation we have made use of the identity (which is the
implicit equation for II,p)

'4 given by

dQ GDgp f1O=1—
I g I X(O) d —

p (, 0) ln 0 I

—+-
4m

'
2wT ~2 2wT)

The Orsay group of superconductivity, Physik Kondensierten Materie 5, 141 (1966).' M. Cyrot arrd K. Maki, Physiir Rev. 156, 433 (1967).
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The explicit forms of the important p„(n, 0) are
given as

po(n, 0) = (Qz-e sin8)
—' exp[ —(n/e sin8)'], (7)

2 n ' ( n
pr(n, O) = . . exp I . I (8)

Qm. e sin8 e sin8 5» sin8/i

where
e =~(eH.2/2) '".

As in the case of dirty type-II superconductors, the
Nth mode (associated with functions p„,/, ,~,) has the
symmetry of an eth-order tensor, so that in the follow-

ing we will limit ourselves to the discussion of the two
modes e =0 and e = 1, which are the most important
in the various response functions.

A. Longitudinal Modes

As in I, we designate the mode with n =0 as longi-
tudinal. In this case, Eq. (4) reduces further, and we

have

dQ0= dn —po(n, 0)
4x

4$
=(2g~) —' dx e *"&' ''

(1 s2) 1/2

1 Bd+1r/pgs
X P - + '

+~pz —iI/(2+6~), (9)
2 4 T

where p =a/2m T.
The asymptotic expansion of Eq. (9) at high tem-

perature is

/t, M M r/Pz
(l~' —6~%) + 7f'(3) — kf (3),

4z T 4~T 4m T

for T,o
—T«T„.o. (10)

the dispersion relation is of diffusion type at T=0
and T~T,o. In fact, starting from Eq. (9), we can
show that this is the case throughout the whole tem-
perature region 0&T&T p, the diffusion coefficient
being of order ri /T, o. But it is worthwhile to emphasize
that Eq. (11') cannot be obtained by a simple power-
series expansion. This suggests that one cannot use a
time-dependent Ginzburg-I andau type of expansion
in the region T&rip, in the pure limit. Using this
result, and the analogous one obtained in the dirty
limit (see I), we can infer that the longitudinal mode
is of diBusion type for any value of the mean free path l,
the di elusion coefficient being roughly of the order' of
(1/&o+1/l) 'v. A result similar to ours has been
derived, close to T,o, by Abrahams and Tsuneto, ' in
the case where II=0 and 6 is a constant. However,
they find that, at low temperature, the collective mode
is wavelike. (It is essentially the Anderson-Bogoliubov
mode. )' The difference between this result and ours
comes from the fact that we are concerned with a
gapless superconductor, while they deal with the case
of a finite gap.

We shall now discuss the coupling of this mode to
the density Quctuation. The induced change in the
order parameter in the presence of a scalar potential
4'q~ is given by

lal
]&z,

([+ i +]&c ( )

([+t, 0']&z is the longitudinal part of ([4t, 4]) and
n =g.P."(rt)P.(rt) is the density operator. Therefore,
we need only to compute ([4't, I]&« „for this purpose.
The details of the evaluation of ([4t, m]& are given in
the Appendix. We have

dQ 2M
([+', n]&„.„=$(0) du —po(n, n)

At T=0, the dispersion relation becomes

0= (2+~)—' dx e-' «'-' ~
Qs

(1 s2) 1/2

(d+ PP.S+2cx
Xln, 11

2ES

which reduces, for small frequency and wave vector
(a), vp«T, p), to

(~p.) ' /'vP, '
i(v = (2m.Q~)-' '

1—ln y l
—,y= 1.78.

2E

(11')
The above expressions indicate that, for small wave
vectors (p.gp«1, where $0 is the BCS coherence length)

We note here that this retarded product vanishes like
at low frequency. Therefore, the contribution of the

longitudinal collective oscillation to the longitudinal
ultrasonic attenuation is always negligible and we can
always use the expression given by one of us (K.M.)'

' This order of magnitude can be easily checked, close to T,0,
using the Ginzburg-Landau equation obtained by Gor'kov for
superconducting alloys I see L. P. Gor'kov, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor.
Fiz. 37', 1407 (1959) t English transl. : Soviet Phys. —JETP 10,
998 (1960)jI.

8 N. N. 3ogoliubov, V. V. Tolmachev, and D. V. Shirkov,
A 37em Method in the Theory of Superconductivity (Consultants
Bureau Enterprises, Inc. , New York, 1959); P. W. Anderson,
Phys. Rev. 112, 1900 (1958).

9 K. Maki, Phys. Rev. 156, 437 (1967).
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The coupling of the fluctuations of 6 to a transverse electromagnetic wave is given by ([j„,q j). The explicit
form of this product is computed in the Appendix (where we also discuss the convergence of its development in
powers of A), and we have for p =@, y

tpo d0„2v' q([j„,e'j)„„=—, "
mv„dnpm(n, 0,)

4z — ' oP+ vq'
1 $n l1 —2&0+tv q $n II+

Z 22.

pp ' ds q v
xdx e-'j«-')

4&2+if — (1 z2) i&2 — M&+ (q, v) 2

$1 i( I+—v q) . II+
&& k(2+6») 4 l(2—+ 4 ~ +&»

4&T 4eH '&'

where, using the same convention as in Eq. (5)

p&0(n, 0„)=2 /»00*(r') 8(q v+2n)oooo(r) )
ine'& n

exp
(2x) '&'(e sin8) ' e sin8)

Furthermore, in the limit &v
—+0, eq—+0 [keeping &0/q~0j we obtain

(19)

(20)

p2 1 1 co

([j& &&&
Vtj)oqio= (mT) ds Fdic e~ &« * &&p (2+tps)

(2m. )', (1—s') '"
II+

(4eH) "'

2pp' ' ds
= (2n.)'T(2n.)'" (1—s')'"

(L * q' 3)o o=0

i' 2x' 'lt II+—1—
l
e-»& *'&P(,

'-+ipse)-

dq,
p 1—s'j '

(4eH) "
(21)

Using the above expressions, we find the change in d, (r) induced by an oscillating transverse field in the same
limit' [co, q', (o/«q' —&0]

I glZ
1

l l ([ t j)r ([+ rJP3) (q'=or =0)

2pp' i 2m' II+
6~82

(2s.) '2' p mpo (4eH) '" (q'=(a =0) . (22)

In the above derivation we have substituted the ex-
pressions for ([4't, 4]) and ([4't, j„j)given by Eqs.
(18) and (21), respectively. We can take the wave
vector of the microwave field to be zero since in the
situation of interest the penetration depth is much
larger than $0.

It is quite easy to show that the coupling of the
above mode to the heat current vanishes like ~ for
low frequency, and hence these modes do not con-
tribute to the thermal conductivity at all.

III. COMPLEX CONDUCTIVITY AND SURFACE
IMPEDANCE

most remarkable eGect of the collective oscillations of
the order parameter appears in the electromagnetic
response. We shall discuss in the present section the
complex conductivity in the mixed state in high field

(H H.q) and the surface impedance, which we find

to be strongly anisotropic. In the last section we shall
discuss the effect of this modification of electrical con-

ductivity on the attenuation coefricient of a transverse
ultrasonic wave.

The response of the transverse electromagnetic field
is described by introducing a quantity Q„„(&d, q):

j,(q, ~) =ZQ..(q, ~)~.(q, ~).

We have seen in the foregoing sections that, in a We take Q„„ to be diagonal in momentum, because on

pure type-II superconductor and in high field, the the scale of q the system can be considered as homo-
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geneous, since q&«(1. Q„„(q, re) is given by

Q"(q ~) = (Lj.j5)«,s,-+&"(q, ~)+~"(q, ~), (24)

ancV

&;(q, ) = —
I g I I(L+', j.5)

x(1—
I g I (I ~', ~5)')-'(I+, j,5)I„.. (25)

We can calculate R„„(ro, q) very easily, using the ex-
pressions of (L+t, %5)r, (L@t, j„5), etc., already ob-
tained. We note here that E„.(&e, q) gives rise to a
nonvanishing contribution only when the microwave
current Qows in the plane perpendicular to the ex-
ternal static Geld.

(Lj„,j„5)is obtained by making use of the technique
developed by one of us (K.M.) ' and we have

(I:j.j.5)--=o
(Lj.,j.5)..-=Q-'(q ~)

Ee2
3~T g

m ~~00

dQ,
~n ps(n~ flu)

4~

1—
I ((s.—in) (ro.' in) —4s/I (or.—in)s+as5r~sxl (cs,,

'—in)s5'Is+LPj

Dre in)—'+395"'+p(ro„' in)—s+iv5t~s v-q

re~ = (2N+1) rrT) red, =re~ cop.

t
Q @~$40

Q
s—

For small 6, the above expression reduces to
Ee2 dO„

37I T Q ss dn ps(n)Qg)
m ~~CO —CO COp CO~ ZtX

3rrroi rrirsd ( 86 l
4vg 2T (I re II

x 3x„sb(v q) dn ps(n, 0„) cosh ' —I, (26)
dn.

2Tj

where a„ is the direction cosine, ps(n, 0) has been
already defined, and 6=—L(l h(r) I')A„5'~s. The second
term in Eq. (26) gives the electromagnetic response
in the normal state, which is the usual anomalous
skin-limit expression.

On the other hand, it is easy to see that

Q„.(q, ro) =0 for PWv.

Finally, Q' depends not only on the direction of the
microwave current, but also on the direction of the
propagation vector q. Because of the cylindrical sym-
metry of the problem, " it is necessary to distinguish
between the two situations q II Oz and q J Oz.

Using Eqs. (18), (21), and (25), one obtains the
correction R„„ to Q„„ from the collective oscillations.
It follows from these equations that

result still holds for cubic metals, like Nb or V. We
then must consider three distinct geometries:

(a) J II Oz. In that case q is perpendicular to the
static field, so that Q does not-depend on its precise
orientation in the (xy) plane

3/e262
«Qii = —

8 T, Gii(p),
Sm irT '

3irSesre 6 I' Sd, )
ImQ~~ =

4msq 2T &I rs lj j
'I fll(p), (28)

where

z2dz ~ dx
Gii(p) = — e "'" "0"'(s+ip~),, (1—zs)'Is

Q„,=O, if pAv

Q**=Q**'=Qii

4 ' z'
fi((p) =-

T 0 j Z co

dx
e ~"&'-"& cosh '(irpx).

(29)
xx = yy=

As in the dirty case, we do not Gnd any "gyrotropic"
effect (i.e., we find Q,„=Q„,=O). This result neglects
the Landau-splitting+~eGects, which should give only
a negligible contribution (i.e., Q,„/Q„~AM/E~ is the
Fermi energy of the metal) . Finally, we have considered
only the case of a spherical Fermi surface, but the

"The various directions in the (gy) plane are equivalent as
long as the external momentum q is small compared vrith the
scale j./fo characteristic of the Abrikosov structure.

and /is&(z) is the tetra-gamma function. In Eqs. (28),
6 is given by

2&TOE Hc'2
g2 ,~j P~ =1.16

3rreEG(p) Pg)2Irss(T) —15
'

with

dz ~ ds
G(p) = — —(1—z') '" e *'" *"4'"(l+ip*).

2
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The reactive part of the parallel component of the
conductivity is proportional to 62, so that the penetra-
tion depth along the magnetic 6eld decreases like
(H.~

—II) "', when H is decreased below H„. The
leading correction to the normal-state absorptive part is
proportional to 6 ln(26/~); this increases as (H,q

—H) '('

in decreasing 6eld. It seems that this conductivity could
be measured by surface-impedance experiments only
for pure materials with I(»1. In that geometrical situa-
tion, the surface impedance can be measured only on a
sample face parallel to the external field. Thus, if &~1,
the contribution of the surface sheath will be significant
and will obscure the interpretation of the measure-
ments. The only way to circumvent that difhculty
would be to coat the sample with a very thin magnetic
layer which would destroy the surface sheath. "

However, measurements of transverse ultrasonic at-
tenuation with a relatively high wave vector (l '«
(t«$O ') should give an indirect measurement of Q.,
This is discussed in Sec. IV.

(b) JJ Oz, q I I
Oz. In this case, the collective oscilla-

tions give rise to a finite correction to Q. This correction
is of order 62, thus we can neglect the correction to the
absorptive part of the conductivity, since its leading
term is of order b. . From Eq. (26) we obtain

with 4'~dr
fi('& (p) = — dz e

—"('—*'& cosh '(~pc).

Thus we 6nd that when the microwave current Rows

in the xy plane the reactive part of the conductivity
due to direct current-current correlations is exactly
canceled out (up to order 6') by the contribution of
the collective oscillations. Contrary to the case of dirty
superconductors, this is true at all temperatures.

This means that the penetration depth of a micro-

wave current perpendicular to the static field is much

larger than in geometry (a) (it is now essentially con-

trolled by the anomalous skin depth of the normal

metal) .
The surface impedance can be easily measured in

geometry (b) and is given in terms of Qi and of the
surface resistance in the normal state R„by"
Z~(b& (~) /g = 2z2kr/8

&& I1—(~/2T) I:1—»(»/I ~ I) 3f~"& (p) I "'~ (33)

while in geometry (c), it seems again that the most
simple way of measuring Qi would be by transverse
ultrasonic attenuation experiments.

where

dx
fi('& (p) = e *' cosh 2

(m px)

Regs'= —L3ge'g'/8m(~T) ']G(p),

3xEe2or 6 8A
Img~' = 1—ln f~("(p)

4mrg 2T Ia I

(31)

IV. TRANSVERSE ULTRASONIC ATTENUATION

The general expression for the attenuation of a
transverse ultrasonic wave with a polarization vector
e in the p, direction and a propagation vector q in the

v direction is given by"

Imgi —Imgi'. (33)

(c) JJ Oz, qJ Oz. As one can see in Eq. (26),
Regs does not depend on the direction of q, the same

holds for Ri((d) . Thus we obtain again

Regs=0.

Proceeding as in case (b) we f(nd

I111QJ.((d) = II11QJ (07)

3~Xe2o) 6 86
1——1—ln f~"& (p)

4m(&q 22'

(34)

"J.J. Hauser, H. C. Theuerer, and N. R. Werthamer, Phys.
Rev. 142, 118 (1966).

and G(p) is given by Eq. (30).
The collective oscillations contribution is given by

Re(2Ri) =L3Ã(."6'/8m(~T) '$G(p) ) (32)

where we have made use of Eqs. (18) and (21) . Then
we obtain

Regs =0,

where ~„„ is the pv component of the stress tensor, j
the current operator. This expression is valid insofar

as one neglects the effects of collective oscillations.
The first term in Eq. (36) is the "collision-drag"

term originally discussed by Tsuneto'4 and Kadanoff
and Falko."Let us note that the stress-tensor opera-
tor commutes with the time-reversal operator so that
one can show that the correction to the collision-drag

term due to collective effects (which is proportional
to (Ir„„@j)') vanishes at low frequency as does co'.

We can thus neglect that correction.
The second. term in Eq. (36) arises from the electro-

magnetic current induced by the transverse wave. The
collective modes modify only its denominator. This is

» A. A. Abrikosov, L. P. Gor'kov, and I. M. Khalatnikov, Zh.
Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 35, 265 (1958) t English transl. : Soviet
Phys. —JETP 8, 182 (1959)J."K.Maki, Phys. Rev. 148, 370 (1966).

'4 T. Tsuneto, Rutgers, The State University, 1964 (un-
published)."L.P. KadanoR'and I.I. Falko, Phys. Rev. 136, A1170 (1964).
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due to the fact that 7.„, is a tensor of second order,
while j„is a vector. Thus no collective oscillation can
couple with both of them.

Therefore, in order to include in Kq. (36) the col-
lective effects, it is sufhcient to make the replacement

(Lj., j.]) (Lj., j.])+»-=Q-,
where Q» has been calculated in Sec. III for the three
difterent geometries.

The collision-drag term for pure type-II super-
conductors has been already discussed by one of us
(K.M.),&& so we will concentrate only on the electro-
magnetic term. It is important in actual experimental
situations to take into account the fact that the electron
mean free path l is finite although much bigger than $0.

As in the dirty case," we can show that ({r„„j,])
has exactly the same value as in the normal state": Po' 1—g(ql)

&&&.
r= —(lp;. &&,) '

3m-
""'

g(ql)
(39)

to the evaluation of Q», we also need qb«1. This
means that the measurements have to be done on

very clean materials (in Nb, l should be at least of
the order of 5000 A). The expression of the electro-
magnetic term simplifies very much if q also satisfies
the condition

qXq(&» /&&) '&'«1,

where Xz, ——(47rlqe'/m) '&' is the London penetration
depth and i&, the velocity of sound. (This condition
can be satisfied only with very long mean free paths. )
In this case the electromagnetic term reduces to

(Lr", j.]).,-'
(38)&ei.m. = —Re

&&Op ion'4 Q»
This can be expressed using the total attenuation
coe%cient for the transverse wave in the normal metal

with

g(s) =-', s 'I —s+(s'+1) arctansI. (37)

When ql«1, g(ql) 1, hence in order that the electro-
magnetic term be nonnegligible one needs ql&1. In
order that we can still apply the results of Sec. III

T 2

g(ql)L1 g(ql)]
™
I Q-I'

Again there are three different geometries:

(a) e ))Os.

(4o)

0-'el, m.
T 1—(6/2T) L1—ln(86/~(d~) ]f[&(p)= 1—gql

{1—(6/2T) { 1—ln(85/~a&~)]f&&(p) I'+ L34'g '(ql)/8m. (s.T)'r&d]Gi)(p)
(41)

In order to take into account the 6nite mean-free-
path e6ects, one has to modify slightly the definition
of fi~ and G&&. This amounts to making, in expressions
like Eq. (26), the transformation v q~v q —i/r&, (see
for instance, Ref. 9). It is easy to see that such a
replacement only affects the imaginary part of Q»
[and consequently f~(p)], since we are interested in
the region 1/&0))1 [i.e., the correction on the reactive
part is of the order of $0/l]. Therefore G&&(p) is still
given by (29) while we now have for fii (p)

3 22

f»(p) =
g(y) e (1—s')'"{1+y'(1—s') ]"'

dS
e '"&' "& cosh '(irpx) y =ql, (42)

and g(y) has been already defined in Eq. (37) .
In the denominator of Kq. (41), the second term

increases rapidly in the superconducting region, so that
the electromagnetic term vanishes almost abruptly
below H,2. This appears as a discontinuity in the at-
tenuation coefIicient if ql is sufficiently large (i.e.,
ql&1) .

(b) eJ Os. In this case the attenuation coefficient

"This is a consequence of the fact that v„„and j„have diGerent
transformation properties with respect to the time-reversal
operation.

is given by

~.&.-.""/~-'= L1—g(ql) ]
&&{I—(A/2T) L1—»(8~/I ~ {)]f"'(p) I

' (43)

where the fi&'&(p) are now given by

3 ' ds(1 —s') "'
f~"&(p) =

2g(y) e 1+(ys)'

dx
e *'&&' *" cosh '(s px)

3 ' ds(1 —s') '"
f~"'(p) =

2g(y) e {1+y'(1—")]'"
dx

X e
—"'&' *'& cosh '(s.px). (44)

We have to choose the appropriate fi&" depending on
the direction of the propagation vector q. Thus the
electromagnetic contribution to the attenuation coeS-
cient is not screened out in the superconducting region,
hence the total attenuation should change contin-
uously through the transition point.

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied above the two collective modes,
longitudinal and transverse, in detail. The longitudinal
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modes are found to be of diffusion type at all tempera-
tures. The transverse modes are di6'usionlike at high
temperatures (i.e., T T p), while they obey a damped
propagation law at low temperatures. It is interesting
to point out that their dispersion equations are non-
analytic in frequency and in momentum at T=O'K,
which cannot be obtained by any power expansion.

It is shown that the transverse mode plays an im-
portant role in the electrical conductivity. In par-
ticular, we have seen that the reactive part of the
complex conductivity vanishes identically in the region
II~H, & independently of temperature if the micro-
wave current Qows in the plane perpendicular to the
static magnetic field. This fact is closely connected
with the degeneracy of the Abrikosov solutions at
IJ=H~. Thus this exact cancellation of the reactive
part of Q cannot occur in situations (like the surface
sheath region) where such a degeneracy does not exist.

In the ideal situation where the quasiparticle has an
infinite lifetime, the Abrikosov state can adjust itself
to the low-frequency external magnetic field without
absorption of energy. This can happen only if the
external electric field is perpendicular to the static
magnetic field so that the corresponding adjustment
involves a real motion of the vortex lines (i.e., in the
plane perpendicular to H). This takes place by means
of virtual excitations of the transverse collective mode.
Consequently, in the pure limit, we have obtained a
complete cancellation of the reactive part of the com-
plex conductivity at low frequency. In the dirty limit,
on the other hand, we know that this cancellation
happens only at temperatures close to T,o. This is
clear from the fact that, because of the impurity
scattering, the quasiparticles cannot follow the motion
of vortex lines instantaneously, which gives rise to the
incomplete cancellation at low temperatures. This can-
cellation of the reactive part has significant conse-

quences on the surface impedance and the transverse
ultrasonic attenuation coeKcients as discussed in the
text, which can be easily verified experimentally.

Finally, the infrared absorption would probably re-
veal an anisotropy at low temperatures and for fre-
quencies comparable to T,o, due to real excitations of
the transverse mode. Unfortunately we are not able
to make a precise prediction about the position of the
corresponding bump for a finite value of II,~—II. It
may be very difIj.cult to observe this anisotropy for
two reasons. First, the transverse mode is strongly
damped. Secondly, as in the case of the surface im-

pedance, it is dificult to achieve the geometry where
the propagation vector q is perpendicular to the static
magnetic field, since in that case the surface sheath
might play an important role, especially if ~ is small
(as is the case for Nb and V) . Therefore, it is probably
necessary to destroy the surface sheath by depositing
a thin layer of magnetic material in order to achieve
this situation.

APPENDIX

We want to calculate retarded products of the type
([%'t, 4'])«„, ([4't, j„])«„,~ ~, etc. In order to do
such calculations, one first expresses products like
%~%' in terms of the Gor'kov G and Ii Green's functions.
It is then tempting to expand these functions in powers
of the order parameter 6 and to keep the lowest-order
terms, since 6 is small in the region of interest (H H.2) .
However, it has been shown' that such an expansion
does not always converge at low frequency (p/&T, p).
In order to circumvent that difIiculty a systematic
procedure has been proposed by one of us (K.M.)P:

(1) One first calculates the corresponding retarded
thermal product R(q, o/) for a BCS superconductor in
zero field. This is usually given' by

(A1)

AJ

where n and e' are integers. c™oand 6 are renormalized

by the impurity scattering

Go =G)g~~ 6=AQGV(g)

1

2r (o/2++2) 1/2

In the pure limit this effect is always negligible, except
in the case of ultrasonic attenuation and thermal con-
ductivity. In order to simplify the expressions, we
will neglect it in the following. k~(M„, I„+o/p) is the
relevant coherence factor

op~ (o/~+o/o) ~~
(~ 2++2) 1/2[(~ +~ )2++231 2

and F/ (0„) is a spherical harmonic. l, m, l', m' are

given by the transformation properties of the retarded
procluct of interest. For example, ([n,, 22]) corresponds
to/=/'=0, ([j„j,])corresponds to l=l'=1, m=m'=0,
([j+,j g) to(=i'=1, m= —m'=1 (where j~——j,~ij„),
etc.

(2) Then one generalizes expression (A1) to the
case of a current-carrying state by doing the trans-
formation co—+~—in with n= v q„where q, is the mo-

mentum of each pair, associated with the supercurrent.
(3) In the type-II superconductor (where the cur-

rent is spatially varying) q, no longer has a unique

' This expression is valid for all retarded products except the
one relevant to the calculation of the nuclear-spin-relaxation time.
This is due to the fact that nuclear relaxation involves spin
operators which are completely localized. This corresponds to
large momentum transfers.
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(A4)

value, but can take all values. So, an average has to be taken on the distribution of values of q„which is given by
the spectral function pp(n, Q), so that

dQ„ I/~(p/„i-n, p/. +ppp i-n) Y) (Q,) Y& (Q.)
4r ' '

L(p/ —in)'+&'J/p+L(p/. +pp —ia)+~'j'"+q'v
Ap= (~ 5(r) ~')A, and pp(n, Q) is a normalized function defined, as in Eq. (S), by

3

pp(n, Q„) =2 d'r d'r' exp iq (r—r')+2ie A(l) dl 5(v q+2n)gp*(x)Pp(z')
(2pr)'

where (2'�'~4
4p(g) =

I I (L„L) '/'exp( —eHxP).E&) (AS)

L„and I., are the dimensions of the sample.
We can easily carry out the integration in (A4)

and And e

pp(a, Q) =t (Qpr) p sin8] ' expL —(n/p sin8)'j. (A6)

Expression (A3) evaluates only the q=q' elements of
the general-response function E(q, q', p/). This is
sufhcient if the external perturbation is slowly varying
in space, namely, if qgp((1. Equation (A3) can then
be used to obtain the behavior of R(q, &op) for small
values of h. Two cases can occur:

(a) If, for small 6, R(q, p/p) can be expanded in
powers of LV, and if the development is convergent,

the first term (coeKcient of 6') is equivalent to the
one that would be obtained by a direct development of
the Green's functions. This is, for example, the case
for the reactive part of the electrical conductivity.

(b) If R(q, cop) cannot be expanded in powers of LP,
expression (A3) gives, to lowest order in 5, a formal
summation of the divergent-power series one would
obtain by an expansion of the Green's functions.
)Equation (A3) then gives a correct description of the
singular part of R considered as a function of A.)

Let us now calculate, for instance, (Lj„j.f)p, .
Since the coherence factor for the current operator is
h „we have

(Lj* j j)..
m „4' '

L(pp„—ia) +5']'/'+t (~„+p/p in)'+d—')'/'+q v

After analytical continuation we have (replacing p/p by ip/)

Se' + dQ„A'pp(n, Q„) cos'8„. dQ,
(Lj„j,))p,„= 3prT g n ' ". . ., 3pri —dn pp(a, Q, ) cos H„b(v q)

&p' l (pp' n) (pp+—p/' —a) +6'—tanh—
2T/ L(~~ a)2 +2]1/2)(f(p/+~~ n)2 +2]l/2

where we have assumed co((T.O.

Finally, for small 6 (i.e., 6«T,p) we can further simplify (A7) and obtain (we put here ((j„j,))p„=Q„)
Ee' 3LP dQ„(1 ia )ReQ„=— dn cos'O.pp(n Q,)f'" i

——
~ (2~T)' 4~

" ' '
q2 2~T&

'

Keg 3xa) 3morh ( 86 dQ„ CLImQ„= 1—ln
~

dn cos'H„b(v q) pp(a, Q„) cosh—'
'/p 4qv 2T &~ p/

~
4/r 2T

(A9)

where P&'&(s) is a tetra-gamma function. We note
here that ReQ„ is of the order of 6'. An identical ex-
pression can be obtained for ReQ„by a direct ex-
pansion of the Green's functions in powers of A(r).
On the other hand, the superconducting correction to
ImQ„begins with 6 ln(h/p/), which cannot be ob-
tained by an expansion of Green's function in powers
of h(r). This singular behavior in 6 is a consequence
of a coalescence of two singularities in the densities
of states, ' which also appears in the BCS case.~ The
above prescription does not apply if one calculates the

4 (r) = +%„,p,„p.&„.*(r), (A10)

retarded products, which are relevant to the Quctua-
tions of the order parameter (which involves the
operator 4 or qit) . They are of two types.

(1) (Lq t, +g)p„needs to be calculated only to zeroth
order in 6 (i.e., we can evaluate the above average
over the normal state). In order to compute this
average, it is convenient to decompose into the com-
plete set of eigenfunctions of the operatorIIP = (q —2eA)'
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